
ENSURING INTEGRITY OF 
ENTERPRISE DATA

OUR PARTNERS
We partner with industry technology leaders including 
ABB®, Ericsson®, Esri®, IBM®, Oracle®, and SAP® to 
provide easy-to-use integration software and solutions.
For information on how to partner with GeoNexus 
Technologies, contact us at: partners@geo-nexus.com. 

GEOWORX® SYNC
Synchronizes data between Esri ArcGIS and 
your enterprise systems.

GEOWORX® OFFICE
Delivers enterprise functionality to your Esri 
ArcGIS Online map.

GEOWORX® SKETCH
A comprehensive redlining system used to 
enhance communication and collaboration 
throughout your enterprise.
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GEOWORX® ANALYZE
Identifies and reports on data integrity issues 
between your shared GIS and EAM data.

OUR SOLUTIONS

OUR SERVICES
Our expertise in both GIS and other Tier 1 enterprise systems 
allows us to offer more than just products. We also deliver 
professional GIS and enterprise system consulting, including 
Maximo Spatial implementation services.

OUR FOCUS
Our core focus is enabling access to accurate, 
reliable, and timely spatial and enterprise data to 
support better decision-making at asset intensive 
organizations. We do this through end-to-end 
knowledge and proven software products.

Our solutions are tailored for asset intensive 
industries including gas and electric, water and 
wastewater, pipeline, telecommunications, and 
transportation.

Through End-to-End Knowledge & Proven Software



GEOWORX®

SYNC
ABOUT GEOWORX SYNC
GeoWorx Sync is a powerful tool for synchronizing data 
that is shared by multiple enterprise systems.

CLIENTS SAY:
"The GeoWorx Sync tool has been surprisingly fun to 
set up and our Work and Asset Management team has 
picked it up quickly!"
- Jeremy Williams, IT Manager at City of Clearwater, FL

SYNC DATA BETWEEN 
YOUR GIS AND 
ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS
Organizations use a variety of enterprise 
systems to manage data. In many cases 
data related to customers, assets, work, and 
resources is replicated across these enterprise 
systems and quickly becomes unreliable due to 
an undefined system of record. GeoWorx Sync 
solves this issue by synchronizing common 
data stored and managed by independent 
enterprise systems.

SAVE TIME & MONEY
GeoWorx Sync can be installed quickly and 
eliminates the need for dual data entry, saving 
you time and money.

COMPLEX EDITING
GeoWorx Sync can be configured to handle 
a number of complex GIS editing scenarios, 
including linear splits and orphans.

DATA INTEGRITY
GeoWorx Sync runs a full comparison of your 
asset data to ensure it's reliable for decision-
making across your enterprise.

ARCGIS ONLINE
GeoWorx Sync allows you to load asset 
data or synchronize records between your 
enterprise system and ArcGIS Online.
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